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Integrating evolution strategies and genetic algorithms
with agent-based modeling for ﬂushing a contaminated
water distribution system
Emily M. Zechman

ABSTRACT
Water utilities can prepare for water distribution hazards, such as the presence of contaminants in
the pipe network and failure of physical components. In contamination events, the complex
interactions among managers’ operational decisions, consumers’ water consumption choices, and
the hydraulics and contaminant transport in the water distribution system may inﬂuence the
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contaminant plume so that a typical engineering model may not properly predict public health
consequences. A complex adaptive system (CAS) approach couples engineering models of a water
distribution system with agent-based models of consumers and public ofﬁcials. Development of
threat management strategies, which prescribe a set of actions to mitigate public health
consequences, is enabled through a simulation–optimization framework that couples evolutionary
algorithms with the CAS model. Evolution strategies and genetic algorithm-based approaches are
developed and compared for an illustrative case study to identify a ﬂushing strategy for opening
hydrants to minimize the number of exposed consumers and maintain acceptable levels of service in
the network.
Key words

| agent-based model, evolutionary algorithms, sociotechnical systems, water distribution
system security

INTRODUCTION
Water distribution infrastructure systems are vulnerable to

protection (Perelman & Ostfeld ). Early warning systems

the threat of both intentional and accidental hazards that

place sensors within the network for quick detection of unu-

may introduce a foreign contaminant to the system and

sual water quality conditions, and these systems can be

expose segments of the population to severe health threats

effectively designed through modeling and optimization

(Geldreich ). Through a loss of pressure in the network,

methodologies (see Hart & Murray () for a review).

for example, bacteriological pathogens may migrate into

Event detection methods are developed to analyze sensor

pipes (Hrudey & Hrudey ); alternatively, chemical

data to determine if ﬂuctuations in water quality should be

toxins may be introduced intentionally at treatment plants

attributed to normal system operations or a breach in secur-

and accessible pipes (Kroll ). Identiﬁcation and manage-

ity. Source characterization methodologies use sensor data

ment of threats to water distribution security involve many

in a simulation  optimization framework to identify the con-

critical steps to effectively protect public health. For example,

taminant source and release proﬁle (e.g., Guan et al. ; Di

vulnerability analysis identiﬁes critical locations in the system

Cristo & Leopardi ; Zechman & Ranjithan ).

where the introduction of contaminants would have harmful

Once a contamination event has been detected and

consequences for public health, and this information can be

characterized through a threat management system, water

used to develop plans for infrastructure hardening and

system authorities may attempt to remove the contaminant
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through ﬂushing. By opening hydrants, water can be

of residential demands. The changes in hydraulic conditions

expelled from the system until the contaminant is no

due to the reduction of residential demands alters the pre-

longer detected in the system. If the area that is impacted

diction of public health consequences and can therefore

is extensive, multiple hydrants may be opened in succession,

effect the performance of strategies that are designed to

moving from the source of the contamination in the down-

reduce consumer exposure. Simulation studies that consider

stream direction (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

infrastructure in isolation and do not represent dynamic

; Irby ). This approach was implemented in 1986

interactions may not predict the emergent condition of the

for a case in Lacey’s Chapel, Alabama, to ﬂush sodium

system.

hydroxide (Watts ), and the U.S. Environmental Protec-

To fully and realistically assess water distribution system

tion Agency () has described 12 backﬂow incidents in

contamination, a complex adaptive system (CAS) (Holland

which contamination was introduced to the drinking water

; Miller & Page ) approach provides an adaptive,

system, and hydrants were opened for ﬂushing. To prepare

dynamic simulation to model the actions and reactions of

a utility for these incidents in the future, a number of

the actors during a hazardous event. A CAS approach was

researchers have developed approaches to plan response

developed to simulate water distribution system contami-

actions that would utilize source characterization infor-

nation events and was demonstrated for a small virtual

mation and identify hydrants and valves that should be

city (Zechman ) and a mid-sized virtual city (Shafiee &

manipulated (Jeong & Abraham ; Baranowski &

Zechman ). These cases demonstrated that considering

LeBoeuf ; Poulin et al. , ; Preis & Ostfeld

the changes in consumer demands alters the predicted

; Guidorzi et al. ; Alfonso et al. ). While

location and strength of the contaminant plume, compared

these approaches are not currently applied in a real-time

with hydraulic calculations alone. Simulations showed that

manner to ﬂush contaminants, algorithms and compu-

as a result of consumers who change their water use after

tational frameworks can be applied to aid the realistic

becoming sick, higher amounts of contaminant remain in

operation of a water utility. For example, a library of

the system and expose more consumers to a critical level.

response actions can be generated for a set of diverse con-

The word-of-mouth and communication mechanisms pre-

tamination events to shed insight about the hydrants that

vent

would most effectively ﬂush out likely events. It is expected

consumers change their demands earlier than if they had

that new computational frameworks may become available

not received any warning. The total reduction in demands

that utilize high performance computing architectures to

inﬂuence hydraulics, where ﬂow volumes and directions

execute search algorithms in a real-time manner.

were changed signiﬁcantly from expected values for a set

Identifying strategies for opening hydrants relies largely

unexposed consumers

from becoming ill, and

of contamination events.

on water distribution system simulation, and typical simu-

Because consumer behaviors can have an inﬂuence on

lation and computing analysis regards consumer demands

the propagation of the contaminant plume, this research

as exogenous variables. Contamination of a water distri-

presents a simulation–optimization approach that couples

bution network, however, is a dynamic event during which

a CAS model with evolutionary computation (Holland

consumer behaviors and demands may ﬂuctuate. Feedback

) optimization methodologies to develop a methodology

occurs between the pipe network and a set of agents, includ-

for identifying optimal threat management plans while

ing consumers, the media, public health providers, and

allowing for the adaptations in consumer behaviors. A set

water utility managers. Each actor receives information

of hydrants is scheduled to be opened in the network once

from other actors, takes actions that may directly or

the contaminant is released to best protect public health

indirectly affect the hydraulics of the water distribution net-

and to maintain a minimum pressure in the network using

work, and passes information to other parties. The emergent

a specialized evolution strategies (ES)-based approach. The

state of public health is the result of a set of complex adap-

ES-based approach was developed for applications in

tive interactions, and the predictability of response strategy

water distribution systems analysis (Zechman & Ranjithan

performance may be complicated by the adaptive reduction

), and in this work it is further extended for searching
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for hydrants locations and formally compared with existing

represents individuals as agents that both act autonomously

genetic algorithm (GA) approaches. The use of this frame-

to achieve their own goals and react to the actions of other

work is demonstrated for a small virtual city, which

agents and to environmental conditions through a set of

provides a realistic case study.

rules. ABM, or individual-based modeling, pieces together
the lowest level of subsystems to give rise to a broad view
of the emergent system, in contrast to top-down modeling,

AGENT-BASED MODELING OF A WATER
DISTRIBUTION CONTAMINATION EVENT

which is a more traditional approach for engineering systems and uses a stepwise approach to analyze a system by
separating sub-systems from the highest level. Lower-level

When a contaminant is introduced to a water distribution

heterogeneous activities of agents are needed in ABM simu-

pipe network, the location of the contaminant plume and

lation, and for the water contamination event, behaviors that

the consequences to public health in the network are inﬂu-

are simulated include the timing of drinking water, com-

enced by the actions and interactions among many key

munication about the event, and mobility of persons to

players. The contaminant and the state of public health

travel to different locations in a network. The premise of

recursively affect the reactions and responses of the actors

ABM is that the interactions among the agents can drive

in the system, creating dynamic feedback loops among the

emergent system properties; in the case of the water con-

network and the actors. For example, utility managers may

tamination event, the properties of interest are public

ﬁrst be alerted to the presence of a real or perceived threat

health and changes in network hydraulics that result from

by water quality sensors in the pipe network, public health

the decentralized, heterogeneous decisions and communi-

services, the media, or consumer complaints. For plausible

cation among the consumers.

threats, a utility manager may alter network hydraulics by

An ABM framework was developed to simulate consu-

isolating portions of the system and controlling ﬂows in

mers as agents and capture their interactions with the

the network, inﬂuencing the movement of the plume. Con-

water distribution system and with response actions taken

sumers are made aware of contaminated water through

by utility operators as a contamination event unfolds (Sha-

media, word-of-mouth communication from other consu-

fiee & Zechman ; Zechman ). The agent-based

mers, and as they experience symptoms due to exposure.

model and water distribution model are tightly coupled to

Consumers may choose to comply with boil water orders,

allow simulation of the hydraulic impact of the behaviors

continue limited water use, or use bottled water, and as a

of the agents within the water distribution system. The

result, the volume of water use may ﬂuctuate signiﬁcantly

water distribution system model calculates nodal water qual-

from normal demand patterns. Hydraulic conditions are

ity at each time step, and the concentration of contaminant

driven by consumer demands, and the spread of the con-

at each node is passed to agents that are located at the node

taminant

varying

during the current time step. Actions of the consumers to

demands. The shift in the contaminant plume may warrant

change their water usage affect demands and change the

reconsideration of management decisions that were devel-

hydraulics of the system. The change in water usage is aggre-

oped using expected demands and ﬂows in the network.

gated at each node for a set of consumers, and reduced

The dynamic nature of the event may be heightened as the

demands change the inputs for executing the water distri-

event progresses; public health notiﬁcations may become

bution model. In addition, actions of the utility operator to

available

and

open hydrants in the network alter the pressures and ﬂow

additional water quality sampling data may be acquired to

directions and volumes in the pipe network. The commer-

update and improve management decisions.

cially available ABM software AnyLogic (XJ Technologies

plume

which

dynamically

inﬂuence

changes

consumer

with

demands,

The CAS approach is a modeling paradigm that simu-

) is coupled with the EPANET water distribution

lates interacting actors as a dynamic network of individual

system model (Rossman ) to enable simulation of a con-

actors, and agent-based modeling (ABM) (Axelrod ;

tamination event. The number of consumer agents exposed

Miller & Page ) is a tool for simulating a CAS. ABM

above the critical dose for a contaminant is evaluated at
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the end of a simulated time period to represent the public

the times at which consumers ingest tap water. The timing

health consequences. Each consumer is represented as an

model speciﬁes that a consumer ingests tap water at three

agent and behaves according to a set of attributes and

times per day, corresponding to meals, and each consumer

rules, described brieﬂy below.

also ingests tap water midway between meals. For each
agent, the timings of the ﬁve daily ingestions are generated

Mobility

probabilistically using a set of distributions, which are
based on U.S. census data that describe statistical infor-

Agents are made mobile as they visit different nodes during

mation about time use (Davis & Janke ). The total

a day to represent a population that commutes to work and

volume of water that each consumer ingests per day is

visits places of business. Modeling mobility is necessary to

also generated using a probabilistic distribution, as devel-

determine if an individual agent will drink water at a node

oped by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (),

that receives contaminated water. Each agent is assigned

with an expected value of 0.92 L. The total volume of

to one residential node and one non-residential node. The

water that is consumed by each agent is divided evenly

maximum number of individual consumers at each node is

among the ﬁve daily ingestions.

allocated using population data. For each simulated time
step, the number of agents at commercial and restaurant

Exposure and demand reduction

nodes is calculated using information from the water distribution system data. Water demands ﬂuctuate during the day

The exposure of each agent is calculated based on his inges-

at these non-residential nodes and the population at a node

tion of contaminated water. For any contaminant, a critical

increases and decreases with demands. The number of

dose describes the amount of contaminant that an individ-

agents at each node and time step is calculated as the nor-

ual should ingest to experience symptoms. Once an agent

malized water demand factor multiplied by the maximum

ingests a cumulative critical dose of the contaminant the

population. At industrial nodes, the number of consumers

agent is ﬂagged as ‘exposed’. Exposed agents reduce their

remains constant, based on a 24-hour operation with three

consumption for contact uses, but are modeled to maintain

equal shifts, and at the beginning of each 8-hour shift, a

a moderate level of demand, representing toilets, pipe leak-

random set of consumer agents are assigned to an industrial

age and outdoor water use. A consumer’s residential node

node.

is speciﬁed as multi-family housing or single-family housing,

At each time step, agents are chosen with uniform prob-

and consumers that reside in multi-family housing will

ability to leave their residence node and occupy their non-

reduce their demand to 43% of normal uses, and consumers

residential node. The number of agents at non-residential

that reside in single-family housing, to 60% (Vickers ).

nodes increases through the morning, reaches a peak in
the early afternoon, and decreases to zero into the evening.

Word-of-mouth communication

As the number of agents at a non-residential node decreases,
agents are released and return to their assigned residential

A consumer who becomes exposed to a contaminant

node.

through drinking tap water will warn other consumers,
who are expected to reduce their water usage and notify

Water consumption

other consumers. An agent who changes his water use due
to exposure or a warning message from peers responds by

Models for the timing and volume of consumed water are

alerting a set of connected consumers 1 hour after changing

needed to calculate the exposure of an individual agent.

his water usage. If the agent resides at a single-family resi-

Agents drink water at different times of a day, and similarly,

dence, he will contact all agents located at his residence,

the level of contaminant in the water at a node varies with

representing family members. If the agent resides at a

the movement of the contaminant plume. Davis & Janke

multi-family residence, he will contact one neighbor located

() developed an ingestion timing model, which speciﬁes

at the same node. Consumers that are located at
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non-residential nodes (representing commercial or indus-

calculated using the ABM simulation framework and is a

trial nodes) at the time they change their water use, will

function of the decision vectors, including the identiﬁcation

contact one consumer at the same node, along with consu-

of a set of hydrants that should be opened to ﬂush the system

mers at their residential nodes.

(h ¼ h1, h2,… hn), the time step at which each hydrant is

Consumers that receive an alert from other consumers

opened (ts ¼ ts,1, ts,2,… ts,n), and the duration, or number of

will react probabilistically. If a consumer receives a message

time steps, that each hydrant would remain open (td ¼ td,1,

from a family member, the notiﬁed agent certainly stops

td,2,… td,n). A maximum number of hydrants, n, may be

using water for contact purposes. If the consumer receives

opened at any time during the simulation. All decision vari-

the message from an associate at a non-residential node

ables are represented as integer values. The parameter Pmin

(work colleague) or a neighbor at a multi-family housing

represents the minimum pressure at any time and at any

unit, the notiﬁed consumer will change his water usage

node in the network during the simulation period. A linear

with a probability of 75%.

penalty V (Equation (2)) is added to the objective function
to enforce that the minimum pressure remains above an
allowable pressure. Penalty is a coefﬁcient for the violation,
and is set equal to ﬁve for this study.

PROBLEM STATEMENT FOR IDENTIFYING
HYDRANT STRATEGIES

This research develops a simulation–optimization
approach to identify effective response plans which are

While a dynamic modeling framework provides simulation

selected from a large set of potential solutions. Highly ﬁt

of contamination scenarios to evaluate the probabilistic out-

solutions are selected through a framework that couples

come of actions taken by both consumers and decision

agent-based and water distribution models with a heuristic

makers, optimization can be used to identify the most effec-

optimization methodology (Figure 1). Sets of solutions are

tive responses from a large set of possible options. Studies

generated by the optimization methodology, and each sol-

have developed strategies for opening hydrants and manipu-

ution speciﬁes a hydrant strategy, or a vector of locations,

lating valves to minimize the contaminant in the network

times, and durations for opening hydrants (e.g., h, td, and

(Baranowski & LeBoeuf ), while others minimized

ts). To evaluate a solution, these values are encoded in the

both the number of hydraulic operations required and the

input data for the water distribution model as a set of

amount of contaminant consumed through multi-objective

additional demands at hydrant nodes, with beginning and

approaches (Preis & Ostfeld ; Guidorzi et al. ;

start times for the additional demand as speciﬁed by that sol-

Alfonso et al. ). Because this framework uses an ABM

ution. The ABM is executed for each hydrant strategy to

approach, the number of exposed consumers can be minimized directly. A hydrant strategy, which speciﬁes the
location of hydrants and the timing for opening and closing
hydrants, is identiﬁed to best protect consumers from
exposure. The model formulation is as follows:
Minimize Ce þ V

(1)

h,ts ,td


subject to V ¼

Penalty × Pmin if Pmin  0
0
otherwise


(2)

The objective of the optimization model is to minimize
Ce, which is the number of consumers exposed above the
critical dose. The number of exposed consumers is
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simultaneously simulate the interactions of the consumer

change decision variables of a few solutions to new

agents, the propagation of the contaminant plume in the net-

random values and inject diversity in the population.

work, and ﬂushing the contaminant through opening

Binary tournament selection is applied to select good sol-

hydrants. At the completion of one simulation, the pressures

utions with some stochasticity; less ﬁt solutions have a

at all the nodes are evaluated to calculate any violation of

non-zero probability of surviving to the next generation.

the constraint (Equation (2)), and the number of exposed

Two crossover approaches, a uniform crossover and an

consumers is tallied to represent the objective function.

arithmetic crossover, are implemented and compared for

These data are passed to the optimization algorithm,

solving the hydrant strategy problem. An individual rep-

which assigns a ﬁtness value to the solution. Each solution

resents the decision vector as an array of discrete variables

that is generated by the optimization algorithm is evaluated

(h, ts, and td) using integer values.

using this approach. The optimization algorithm evaluates a
large set of solutions (a population), and over many iter-

Evolution strategies

ations, improves the solution vectors to converge the
population of solutions to a nearly-optimal set of values.

ES (Rechenberg ; Schwefel ) conducts a search simi-

Optimization approaches developed in previous work

lar to a GA by using a population of solutions, which

use gradient-based methods (Baranowski & LeBoeuf

converges over many generations to a near-global optimal

), and GAs (Jeong & Abraham ; Poulin et al.

solution. ES begins with an initial population of μ solutions

; Guidorzi et al. ; Alfonso et al. ) to optimize

and generates a set of λ new solutions by applying a

response plans. The formulation for this problem was devel-

mutation operator that makes incremental changes to

oped and solved using the OptQuest algorithm (XJ

decision variables and creates a search that moves in a

Technologies ) to identify hydrant strategies in a prelimi-

step-wise approach through the decision space.

nary study (Zechman ). The OptQuest algorithm uses a
small population of solutions and a local search; it is able to

Mutation

identify good solutions quickly, but does not routinely return
highly ﬁt solutions. The research presented here explores a

To mutate the value of a gene, a normal distribution is

more robust solution approach to identify hydrant strategies

sampled to generate a new random value. The current

through the use of evolutionary computation-based algor-

value of the gene serves as the mean of the distribution,

ithms. An ES-based approach that was developed for

and the standard deviation of the distribution is determined

directing a search among nodes in a water distribution net-

adaptively. Using an adaptive mutation operator (Schwefel

work is described, further developed, and compared with

), the standard deviation is speciﬁed as an additional

existing GA approaches here.

gene for each decision variable and is mutated with the
other genes in the solution. Therefore, two genes are

Genetic algorithm

required to represent any decision variable: the ﬁrst gene

The GA (Goldberg ) has gained prominence in solving

gene represents the standard deviation, σxi, that is used to

represents the value of the variable, xi, and the second
water-resource related problems (Nicklow et al. ). A

mutate xi. At each generation, when a solution is selected

GA uses a population of solutions that converge to a near-

for mutation, σxi is mutated, and then used as the standard

optimal solution after iterating through several generations.

deviation to mutate xi. As the ﬁtness of an individual

The archetypical GA combines solutions that may be quite

improves, it will be reproduced more, and many of its off-

diverse in their solution characteristics to produce two sol-

spring will be generated with small standard deviation

utions that represent a combination of the parent

values, which ensure that smaller steps will be taken in

solutions. Especially during early generations, the GA

the decision space as the population converges. The array

takes broad steps through the decision space using the cross-

of genes for the hydrant optimization problem includes the

over operator. Mutation is applied at a very small rate to

vectors of genes h, ts, and td. These decision variables are
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represented as integers, and any real-valued number that is

that is selected is replaced in the pool. To select the next

generated through mutation is rounded to the nearest inte-

individual, the size of the candidate pool is increased by

ger. To enable adaptive mutation, the second array of 3n

one, and the next best solution is added to the pool. The

genes are represented as σh, σts and σtd. The vector σh, is rep-

effect of this selection is that several duplicates of highly

resented as integer values, and σts, and σtd are real numbers.

ﬁt solutions may appear in the next generation. This

Zechman & Ranjithan () developed an ES-based

encourages more exploitation around highly ﬁt individuals,

mutation operator for searching among nodes in a water dis-

as the top ranked solutions have a higher probability of

tribution system. This operator uses a graph of nodes that

being selected. Overselection also allows a small probability

are connected by one link, or pipe, in a water distribution

for less ﬁt solutions to survive, which can increase the diver-

system. Decision variables (h) represent nodes, and the

sity in a population that is becoming dominated by a few

associated mutation variables (σh) represent the number of

solutions. For example, under deterministic selection, the

links that can be explored to generate a mutated decision

top μ solutions are allowed to survive, while in overselec-

variable. A mutation parameter for σh,i of two, for example,

tion, the top (μ þ upper quantile) solutions are given a

indicates that a new node can be located within two steps

non-zero chance of surviving.

away from the current node, hi. For the hydrant optimization problem, a graph of connectivity among hydrants is
created that speciﬁes which hydrants are hydraulically connected.

Two

hydrants

are

considered

MICROPOLIS: A SMALL VIRTUAL CITY

hydraulically

connected where there is no other hydrant in the shortest

Micropolis is a virtual city that is used to demonstrate the

ﬂow path between the pair of hydrants. This mutation oper-

optimization of response actions using the CAS framework

ator is based on the mutation operator that was developed

(Brumbelow et al. ). The water distribution system is

for identifying the source of contamination in a water distri-

comprised of 575 water mains, 52 hydrants, eight pumps,

bution system (Zechman & Ranjithan ; Drake &

two reservoirs, and one tank (Figure 2). Demands are

Zechman ), and it has been applied to resize pipes in a

exerted at 1,236 residential, industrial, and commercial/

water distribution system to meet ﬁre ﬂow requirements

institutional nodes, representing a small community of

(Kanta et al. ) and route siren vehicles during a water

5,232 residents. Each resident is simulated as an agent.

contamination event (Shafiee & Zechman b).

Agents ingest water, become exposed, change drinking patterns, communicate with other agents, and move between

Selection

residential and non-residential nodes as described above
during the simulation. Consumers are assigned character-

In a typical ES, the selection operator is deterministic,

istics as shown in Table 1.

ensuring that one copy of each of the best μ solutions in a
new population survive to the next generation. The elitist

Contaminant event simulation

graduated overselection strategy (Fernandez & Evett )
allows quicker convergence than a deterministic selection.

A contaminant is introduced at the water tank, which is

To execute elitist overgraduate selection, the parent (μ)

located in the central section of the city (Figure 2). The con-

and children (λ) solutions are ranked based on their ﬁtness

taminant is simulated as conservative, and a dose of

values. A pool of candidate solutions is created, where the

9,000 kg is injected over a 6-hour period, beginning at

size of the pool is speciﬁed by the user as the parameter,

12 a.m. The event is simulated for a period of 48 hours

upper quantile. For example, the size of the upper quantile

after the contaminant is injected.

may be 10–20% of the array of μ þ λ solutions. The top

The contamination event is ﬁrst simulated without any

ranked solutions are placed in the candidate pool, and one

mitigation actions. To account for stochasticity in the simu-

solution is selected from the candidate pool with uniform

lation, the event is simulated 30 times, and the range of

probability to survive to the next generation. The solution

exposure for three cases is shown in Figure 3. The event is
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Micropolis network and location of consumers. Labels indicate maximum population over a 24-hour time period at commercial/industrial nodes and multi-family residential
nodes. Single-family residential nodes are initialized with 1–6 consumers at each node.

Table 1

|

Consumer characteristics. Time to respond indicates the time elapsed before a
consumer changes water demands after exposure or word-of-mouth (WOM)

Parameter

Value

Critical dose

0.25 mg

Time to respond after exposed

U(1,6) hours

Time to respond to WOM

U(1,6) hours

Positive response to family WOM

100%

Positive response to other WOM

75%

simulated without protective actions (reduction in demands)
and without word-of-mouth, and the average number of
exposed consumers over 30 simulations is 2,484. The same
event is modeled with protective actions of the consumers,
but without word-of-mouth. The number of exposed consu-

Figure 3

|

Number of exposed consumers, as the event progresses, as modeled using
the ABM framework. Bounds represent the upper and lower limit of predicted
exposure for thirty simulations of the event.

mers increases to an average of 3,128, as those consumers
who are exposed stop drinking, leaving more contaminant

become exposed. Finally, by including all behaviors of the

in the system. In this case, exposed consumers do not

consumers, exposure is reduced due to the word-of-mouth

warn others, so that un-exposed consumers continue to

mechanism, and the average number of exposed consumers

drink and gradually consume enough contaminant to

over 30 simulations of the event is 2,694. The propagation of
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the contaminant plume is altered by these interactions; as
the information about the event spreads through the network of consumers, demands are reduced further. More
contaminant remains in the network, and ﬂow directions
and volumes are altered, compared with what would be predicted by an engineering model alone. Further sensitivity
analysis of the ABM framework for the Micropolis system

Table 3
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ES settings

Algorithm parameter

Value

Population size (μ)

50

Generations

50

Number of children (λ)

50

Upper quantile

10

is detailed by Zechman (, ).
burden of the simulation–optimization approach, each
algorithm was executed for ten random trials. Using the

RESULTS

same population size for each of the four algorithms
allows direct comparison of the results.

Both the GA-based and ES-based approaches are applied to

Due to the probabilistic nature of the ABM of consumer

solve the hydrant optimization problem. Up to ﬁve hydrants

behavior, there is stochasticity in the performance of any

can be opened at any time after 1:00 a.m. (1 hour after the

one solution. In preliminary studies (Zechman ), a

contaminant is introduced to the system) and the optimization

noisy optimization approach was tested, where each sol-

model identiﬁes the hydrants that should be opened, the time at

ution is evaluated for ten realizations, and the ﬁtness is

which each one should be opened, and the duration for

calculated as the average of the realizations. This approach

which each one remains open, up to 10 hours. A limit on

increases the computational burden and does not result in

the ﬂushing duration was set through preliminary trials,

solutions with more robust performance. Therefore, each

which demonstrated that opening most hydrants for more

solution is evaluated within the optimization process in

than 10 consecutive hours produces negative pressures in the

the present formulation for only one realization. Once the

pipe network. To simulate an open hydrant, a new demand

algorithm has terminated, the best solution in the population

of 500 gpm is simulated at a hydrant node. A constraint

is post-processed and is evaluated for thirty realizations. The

(Equation (2)) included in the model formulation ensures

average of the thirty realizations is deﬁned as the ﬁtness of

that the pressure remains in the allowable range of pressures.

the best solution, and the average ﬁtness across the 10 best

Four algorithms are tested, including the GA using arith-

solutions generated through 10 trials is reported for each

metic crossover; GA using uniform crossover; ES using

algorithm (Figure 4). The solutions identiﬁed by ES are

deterministic selection; and ES using elitist graduated overselection. The algorithmic settings are listed in Tables 2 and
3 for the GA and ES, respectively. The generation number
and population size were consistent throughout the trials
to allow direct comparison between the algorithms. Each
execution of the ABM simulation takes 100 s on a desktop
personal computer, and each execution of an optimization
algorithm requires 2–3 days. Due to the computational
Table 2

|

GA settings

Algorithm parameter

Value

Population size

50

Generations

50

Crossover rate

80%

Mutation rate
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Average ﬁtness value for ten trials for each algorithm. The ﬁtness of one trial is
the average of thirty realizations of the best solution. Error bars indicate range
of performance over ten trials.
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able to reduce the number of exposed consumers lower than

early generations where the population of solutions has a

those solutions identiﬁed by the GA, using either uniform or

wide variation in objective function values (Figure 5 top

arithmetic crossover. Using the elitist graduated overselec-

left). In later generations, two different solutions have

tion reduces the average ﬁtness further. Based on

emerged in the population with similarly good ﬁtness

hypothesis tests (Milton & Arnold ), uniform crossover

values. Due, however, to the inefﬁciency of the crossover

ﬁnds a better-performing solution than arithmetic crossover

operator, the two solutions are not combined to generate a

with a 99% conﬁdence interval; ES using deterministic

new, ﬁtter solution.

selection performs better than GA using uniform crossover

The uniform crossover operator limits exploration of the

with a 99% conﬁdence interval; and elitist graduate overse-

decision space better than the arithmetic operator (Figure 5

lection performs better than deterministic selection with a

top right). The limitation of the uniform crossover is that

98% conﬁdence interval.

while existing values for genes (i.e., node numbers) are

Convergence plots for a representative run of each of the

swapped among solutions, no new values are created for

four algorithms provide insight about the performance of

decision variables beyond the values that are present in

each algorithm (Figure 5). Using an arithmetic crossover

the initial population at the ﬁrst generation. Only the

(Figure 5 top left) does not lead the GA towards improved

mutation operator can introduce new genetic material to

solutions, as the nodes are represented as indices, and ﬁnd-

the population of solutions. As shown by the convergence

ing a weighted average of two indices does not necessarily

plot, the search is susceptible to premature convergence to

lead to a new index that is topographically or hydraulically

local optima.

similar to either of the parent indices. The arithmetic oper-

The ES search with deterministic selection shows a

undirected

smoother convergence (Figure 5 bottom left). At each gen-

exploration of the decision space, as can be seen in the

eration, 50 solutions are mutated, and the objective values

ator

Figure 5

generates

|

an

excessive

amount

of

Convergence of four algorithms, shown for the best trial for each algorithm.
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show the incremental nature of the search as it progresses

ﬁve solutions for 3:00 and 5:00 a.m.) had one hydrant in

through generations. The substitution of the elitist gradu-

common (shown in bold in Figure 7). The common

ated

right)

hydrant is, however, not the same for the different delay

signiﬁcantly changes the convergence behavior. As can

scenarios. In general, hydrant strategies specify that cen-

be seen by repeated objective values, several copies of

trally located hydrants should be opened for early

one solution survive each generation, and the search

responses; as the delay in response increases and the con-

focuses on highly ﬁt solutions early in the search.

taminant moves through the system, the hydrants that

Although this extra selection pressure runs the risk of pre-

should be opened are located further from the source.

mature convergence, it is able to focus the search in areas

As shown in Figure 6, the variability in the performance

of good solutions.

of the set of solutions decreases with increasing delays.

overselection

strategy

(Figure

5

bottom

For hydrant strategies that can be executed quickly,
there may be many potential combinations of hydrants

Delays in response planning

that could be opened, while for more delayed hydrant
Ideally, a utility operator should respond as quickly as poss-

strategies, the number of consumers that can be protected

ible to ﬂush contaminants through opening hydrants. It is

is limited, and only a few strategies exist.

expected, however, that there would be a delay in the

Sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine the sen-

response, and a utility operator may not have enough infor-

sitivity of a solution to the number of hydrants that should

mation to respond immediately. Additional response plans

be opened by ranking the hydrants based on their contri-

are identiﬁed here for utility managers who respond after

bution to the number of consumers protected (Figure 8).

some delay. Four settings are simulated, where hydrants

For the best solution for a 1:00 a.m. response time, each of

are opened after 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, and 9:00 a.m. For each set-

the ﬁve hydrants was simulated alone to determine the

ting, the ES with overselection was executed for ﬁve random

most effective hydrant. Each hydrant was simulated for 30

trials.

realizations, and the average performance is reported as

As the contaminant is not controlled as early, the

the ﬁtness. To determine the second most effective hydrant,

the

each of the remaining four hydrants was tested in combi-

increased delays in response (Figure 6). The best solution

nation with the ﬁrst most effective hydrant for 30

found for each setting is shown in Figure 7, with details

realizations, and so forth. This analysis was repeated for

for the time and location for opening and closing each

the best solutions corresponding to 3:00, 5:00, 7:00, and

hydrant. For the 1:00, 3:00, and 5:00 a.m. scenarios,

9:00 a.m. strategies. For the 1:00, 3:00, and 5:00 a.m. strat-

each solution in the set (10 solutions for 1:00 a.m. and

egies, Hydrants 1–4 have added value in protecting more

number

of

exposed

consumers

increases

with

consumers. For the 7:00 a.m. strategy, Hydrants 1–3 add
value to the solution, and for the 9:00 a.m. strategy, only
Hydrants 1 and 2 are effective. These results are compared
with the average number of consumers exposed when no
hydrants are opened (2,694 exposed consumers). As
shown by the 9:00 a.m. strategy, as a utility responds later
to an event, actions are less effective, and only two hydrants
are utilized in protecting the greatest number of consumers.
In addition, it does not appear that more than ﬁve hydrants
can be utilized for the early response strategies, regardless of
the speed of response. In this problem formulation, a
hydrant can remain open for 10 hours at most; this setting
Figure 6

|

Average ﬁtness for solutions for delays in response times. Error bars indicate
the range in the number of exposed consumers across ﬁve random trials.
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Hydrant opening strategy corresponding to the best solution for different delays. Bold hydrant indicates the decision that appears in all solutions for response times of 1:00,
3:00, and 5:00 a.m.

contamination of a water distribution system. The CAS
model generates new analysis for water contamination
threat events by simulating the adaptive and dynamic
behaviors of consumers and bypasses the conventional
assumption that consumer demands remain constant
during an emergency. While calibration exercises may not
be possible for most water distribution contamination
events due to the lack of data that would describe such an
event, the modeling framework can be used to compare
‘what-if’ scenarios, explore the potential impacts of consumer behaviors and adaptations, and simulate a range of
Figure 8

|

Sensitivity analysis of performance of opening sub-sets of hydrants. Results
are shown for the best solution for each response time (solutions shown in
Figure 7). Number of exposed consumers (y-axis) is the average of 30 realizations of each strategy.

probable health impacts given variability in consumer
choices. The CAS model provides a count of the number
of exposed consumers and is coupled with evolutionary
algorithm-based approaches to minimize public health con-

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

sequences by specifying hydrants that should be opened to
ﬂush contaminants from the system. The purpose of this fra-

This research demonstrates the utilization of a newly devel-

mework is to assist utility managers in developing response

oped CAS model of water distribution systems in a

plans for use in the event of contamination. As expected,

simulation–optimization framework to provide a method-

longer delays in response decrease protection of public

ology for identifying the most effective response to

health, and when actions are taken later in the event, a
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smaller number of hydrants can be effectively utilized to

been identiﬁed. A more accurate approach for modeling

reduce the number of exposed consumers.

hydrants uses a pressure-driven approach, and on-going

Two evolutionary computation-based approaches were

work is modifying the simulation to include pressure-

tested here for identifying hydrant strategies. An ES-based

driven simulation for new case studies, building on the ﬂex-

approach with a specialized mutation operator designed

ible methodology and framework that is developed here.

for network-based problem domains was demonstrated to

The results identiﬁed here are speciﬁc to this contamination

perform signiﬁcantly better than two conventional GA-

event; events of larger doses or longer durations may require

based approaches. While the network mutation operator

more hydrants for mitigation. To develop an understanding

has been demonstrated and applied in previous works,

of how to proceed in a hazardous event without immediate

here it is further developed for identifying hydrants, rather

identiﬁcation of a contaminant source, a library of response

than intermediate nodes, and is formally compared with a

actions can be developed by optimizing response plans a

GA-based approach. The ES-based search has many other

priori for a large set of contaminant event scenarios.

applications in solving water distribution design and man-

Future work will couple the framework described here

agement problems, along with potential for application in

with additional methodologies to develop a more compre-

other network-based domains.

hensive threat management planning toolkit.

For the case study examined here, there are several combinations of hydrants that could be opened to result in the
same number of protected consumers. At the same time,
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